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Augmented reality applications in nuclear power plants

Executive summary

Who should read this whitepaper
This white paper is intended to be
referenced by nuclear operating company
executives, nuclear power governing bodies,
and nuclear power research institutes
as it explores the current pain points in
maintenance-related human performance
tools in nuclear power plants.
Introduction
While the recent emergence of commercial
Augmented Reality (AR) technologies
has created a great deal of excitement
in the entertainment industry, some
studies have suggested that there may
be more potential in AR’s ability to disrupt
long-standing business processes1. The
nuclear industry as a whole may be in a
position to benefit from the recent AR
technology democratization, a common
lack of modern procedure tracking tools,
high-priority problem solving situations,
and the hazard of routine radiation field
exposure. Additionally, because some
nuclear operating companies are still using
relatively outdated maintenance tools, they
may already be of the mindset to upgrade
their legacy systems.
Three use cases are described in this paper
which address several key pain-points that
may be of peak interest to the industry:
upgrading maintenance procedures
to reduce human errors, improving
communication between engineering teams
and workers in the field, and building worker
awareness of radiation field strength in
their workspace. Additionally, by using the
technology offered by AR devices, nuclear
power plants can take this opportunity
to automate legacy human performance
improvement tools.
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Background
Complex Maintenance and Paper Based
Procedures: To mitigate the inherent
complexity of performing maintenance on
nuclear power plant systems, procedures
are often written to account for a large
array of initial conditions and scenarios2 . As
a result, the intricacies of the procedures
reflect the complexities of the plant.
Exacerbating this situation is that nuclear
utilities often use paper based procedures
(PBPs,) which do little to alleviate the
inherent procedure complications2 .
Problem Solving Teams: When a piece of
equipment in an NRC-licensed plant exhibits
unusual behavior, it may violate a Limited
Condition of Operation (LCO) specified by
the plant’s Technical Specifications (TS) as
defined by a Code of Federal Regulations (10
CFR 50.36). In such a situation, the licensee
“shall shut down the reactor or follow any
remedial action permitted by the TS until
the condition can be met 5 .” Sometimes,
for time-sensitive issues, problem solving
teams (PSTs) may be formed, comprised of
representatives from various departments
throughout the plant with a high degree
of flexibility and allowed resources. These
teams work against the clock to diagnose
the cause of the event and a viable solution
to the issue. It should be noted that these
teams don’t always meet in the field and
may rely almost solely on remote plant
indications and other relayed information.
The workers in the field generally do not
go into the plant equipped with recording
devices; therefore, the remote PSTs
generally do not get live video information
from the scene: this is sometimes a source
of confusion. It should also be noted
that upon initiating a plant shutdown, an
appreciable transient in xenon levels can
last for over 70 hours6 for initial neutron
flux levels typical of commercial nuclear
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reactors. Xenon directly adds negative
reactivity to the core. This suggests that
commercial reactor operators may be
disinclined to immediately restart the
reactor after shutting down.
Radiation: Nuclear utility workers have
a rare complexity of needing to conduct
their jobs in environments which have
appreciable background levels of radiation.
The philosophy regarding radiation
exposure to nuclear utility operators is
referred to as the “ALARA Policy” and
is based in the Linear No-Threshold
model, which assumes that any radiation
exposure, no matter how slight, carries
a proportionate risk7. The ALARA policy
generally states that exposure should
stay “As Low as Reasonably Achievable7.”
To mitigate the possibility of receiving a
radiation dose above acceptable levels,
workers typically wear and monitor
electronic pocket dosimeters (EPDs) which
display real-time radiation dose as well as a
thermoluminescent dosimetry (TLD) device
which more accurately tracks dose but can

only be read long after the exposure events.
Although the EPD can be read in real time,
it does not give telemetry regarding which
components in the area are significantly
contributing to their dose rate. Additionally,
the EPD must be located on the chest to give
the most representative estimate to dose
rate7, which might not always be convenient
to read.
Purpose of this whitepaper
The purpose of this white paper is to
examine the ways nuclear operating
companies can equip maintenance
personnel with AR devices in an effort to
increase maintenance efficiency and reduce
cumulative plant exposure. The fundamental
challenges nuclear maintenance workers
face in a typical scenario have been
closely examined and opportunities to
leverage AR technology have been found.
Although many industries have comparable
challenges, this paper particularly applies
to those in the nuclear field; this is primarily
attributed to the potentially hazardous
working environment.
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Nuclear cases to
implement augmented
reality
Case 1: Use AR device to implement CBP
As mentioned previously, technicians
typically still widely use PBPs to follow the
complicated maintenance procedures
to conduct maintenance. An effort by
researchers at Idaho National Laboratory

Desired outcome

Description

How AR could help

Ease burden of Place-Keeping

Procedures reference multiple other
procedures and direct worker to other
locations within themselves. Flipping
through the procedure sometimes leads
to performing steps out of sequence or
skipping steps.

A CBP automatically directs worker to
relevant next steps upon worker signaling
current step is complete.

Distinguish between information
gathering and requiring action

Step may not explicitly state for the
operator to take action if a certain
response is noted.

AR can eventually gather all data
automatically with OCR. This can shift
scope of worker steps to only those which
require action.

Clearly mark when it is needed to read
ahead

Initiating a certain step may result in a
time-sensitive plant response. If operator
is unaware that it is needed to watch for
a certain indication, the indication may
be missed. Also, some warnings and
cautions may be in the procedure, but in
another step not immediately visible to
the performer of the step.

CBP includes the whole applicable step
and states relevant information for the
specific step being taken.

Employ method for correct component
verification

With many components being nearly
identical in a commercial power plant,
steps are sometimes performed on the
wrong component or by using the wrong
tool.

OCR makes it possible for a camera to
view a QR code or nameplate and verify
consistency with procedure.

Make initial conditions more clear

The component to be worked on may be
in a state (on, off, disassembled, etc.) not
expected by the worker.

Plant status information may be relayed
to CBP in real time, showing the worker
exactly what to expect.

Make it easier for operator to verify
correct component response

A PBP can only describe the correct
response with words. This makes it
difficult to convey component response
information.

CBPs can show text, picture, audio, or
video to convey expected responses.

Make communication easier

Allow workers to more clearly describe
what they experience to others.

The device can record video or take
pictures and send the information to
others in the plant.

Table 1 Consolidated CBP desirable features
5

identified seven2 desires (Table 1) for a
Computer Based Procedure (CBP). By
switching to CBPs and a compatible piece of
hardware, technicians can streamline their
tasks in an effort to avoid the complexities
of working with PBPs.
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An AR device lends itself well to some of
the previously mentioned desired features.
Using standard pieces of hardware (camera,
Bluetooth, microphone, speakers, and a
screen) many of the desirable features listed
above can be integrated into a CBP which
runs on an AR device.
The implementation of a CBP can also
automate many of the human performance
improvement (HPI) tools already manually
used at nuclear power plant. HPI tools are
such activities as place-keeping, which is a
method of marking a procedure so that
steps are not skipped or repeated. Others
are less physical, such as self-checking, which
is thinking through one’s thought process
prior to performing an action to make
sure it is the correct action and the correct
component 3 . Because human beings tend to
make mistakes and checking one’s own work
has an inherent confirmation bias, it may
be the case that human-imposed HPI tools
have limitations. Switching to CBPs allows
for automated features, such as optical
character recognition (OCR), and may offer a
more reliable way to leverage HPI tools.

to know source radiation strength. There
are two ways for the calculation to be made.
One way is to take the initial source strength
survey data and represent this by the size
of a colored transparent dot. The other
way is to use telemetry data to calculate
distance from source so the worker
could automatically be informed of actual
exposure rate rather than source strength.
Because the real-time exposure rate has an
inverse-squared relationship to distance,
actual exposure rate can be calculated by
only knowing source strength and distance.
This may be more desirable since it gives
more relevant information for the worker:
the worker cares directly about actual
exposure rate and only indirectly about
source strength. Enabling this feature may
require the use of near field communication
tags on the component, which enables the
AR device to sense both distance and prelabeled source strength.

Case 2: Use AR to superimpose radiation
and plant information.
One of the major factors faced by nuclear
power plant workers is the presence of
appreciable levels of radiation. Workers
must constantly be aware of background
radiation levels anywhere they may
potentially be. This is a difficult task to do
using only survey maps and EPDs. There are
a number of ways to use AR to potentially
make this task easier: two of which are
described below.
Radiation source strength can be
superimposed onto the display (Figure 1)
where the component is seen. This way, the
worker only needs to look at the component

Figure 1: Example of marking “Hot
Spot” with AR
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An alternative to the colored dot overlay
method is actually taking the survey map
data and superimposing it onto a room
layout (Figure 2) so that the worker sees
the floor as a certain color representing
background radiation levels on that square.
This would give the worker an even more
relevant piece of information, as the worker
only needs to decide where he or she wants
to stand. This may be the simplest approach
to implement and still be highly relevant
to the worker.

to coordinate with the PST in real time; this
could reduce the time required to relay
information, enable faster turnaround
between initial technician observation
and PST decision, and reduce overall plant
exposure time for the worker. Additionally,
PSTs from other sites could lend assistance
in the decision-making process.
Deploying an AR device in the event of a PST
formation would be more than the on-site
technician simply transmitting video and
receiving verbal feedback from the PST.

Figure 2: Example of Radiation Survey Map overlain onto environment with AR
Case 3: Use AR to communicate
between engineers and workers
As described previously, PSTs are
multidisciplinary teams formed to quickly
solve time-sensitive plant issues, often
limited to second-hand information and
delayed interactions with field technicians.
One way to improve communication
between the remote PST and the technician
is to implement a locally connected AR
device. Such a device could enable workers
7

With an AR device, the PST can receive video
transmitted by the technician and send
instructions back by drawing on a screen,
which would be digitally replicated in the
technician’s field of vision. A remote expert
relaying expertise to a technician is “expert
geographical independence4 .” Figure 3
below is an example of a situation in which a
technician may be in the field with a remote
PST relaying instructions.

Figure 3: PST can view and draw in addition
to giving verbal comments: “Press
this button”
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Barriers of entry and
potential solutions
The nuclear field has several factors which
potentially create barriers to implementing
some technological features. Below are
listed several of the barriers which must be
overcome to implement such a technology.
Regulation: Nuclear operating companies
are subject to strict oversight which may
create an obstacle to change. Some of the
organizations which may have oversight for
nuclear utilities include: Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Electric Power Research
Institute, Institute of Nuclear Power
Operators (INPO), Nuclear Electric
Insurance Limited.
Cost incentives in competitive
electricity pricing market: Nuclear utility
companies may be unwilling to absorb the
front end costs of a “nice to have” piece
of technology when trying to compete
with low cost competitors, such as natural
gas, especially for utilities operating in
competitive market states.
Shared Operating Experience(OE):
Because INPO shares Operating
Experience8 , plants may be incentivized to
wait for another competitor to implement
a change and benefit from the shared
experiences the competitor will share with
them through INPO. As stated by INPO,
“…we communicate lessons learned and
best practices throughout the nuclear
power industry8 ” Risk of switching
systems: The new method simply may not
work as well.

Difficult to assess opportunity cost:
There is no holistic direct relationship
between the implementation and the
amount of money it will save. Planned
outages are a substantial potential source to
leverage AR to improve profitability.
Security: Cyber security is a high priority in
nuclear power plants. Internet of Things (IoT)
potentially complicates this.
Connectivity: Connectivity is typically
difficult in nuclear power plants. Plants are
constructed with a lot of concrete, which
is effective at shielding electromagnetic
radiation as well as radio waves from
communication devices.
Cost of entry: The power plant would
need to install the communication devices
at the plant, many of which have no internal
communication devices other than phone
lines and PA systems.
Radiation and contamination:
Contamination makes expensive equipment
a liability. Bringing more material into a
contaminated area introduces the possibility
of creating radioactive material (RAM.) One
potential fix is the use of plastic sleeves to
protect the AR device.
Battery life: Standard battery size
is unlikely to outlast the painstaking
maintenance routinely performed at nuclear
power plants. This may be mitigated by
housing an auxiliary battery in hardhat.
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Conclusion

AR devices are revolutionizing many
industries; nuclear utilities do not need to be
an exception. On the contrary: nuclear utility
companies often have several problems
for which these new technologies are well
suited to help resolve.

regardless of their position in the plant.
Implementing this feature can potentially
reduce the aggregate exposure within an
organization, which is considered beneficial
from a safety standpoint and is desirable for
industry-wide metrics.

If nuclear operating companies are willing to
translate the legacy PBPs, they can at long
last implement CBPs using AR devices as the
hardware medium. This transformation, long
in the waiting, can help nuclear power plants
to avoid unplanned outages due to human
errors during the course of maintenance
operations. Doing so can potentially
increase plant capacity factor, avoid costs,
and reduce transients which tax the plant’s
aging safety systems.

By giving plant workers access to a
connected AR device, communication
between the worker and the engineering
support team (and possibly off-site
personnel) could be greatly improved.
Greater communication efficiency between
these local technicians and remote PSTs
may drastically reduce the time required to
fix required safety systems and potentially
avoid unnecessary plant shutdowns.

Through the judicious leveraging of
already available radiation survey data,
nuclear operating companies can make
operators more aware, via implementation
of an AR device, of radiation field strengths

9

In short: by implementing AR devices,
nuclear operating companies can potentially
decrease their aggregate worker radiation
exposure, reduce likelihood of unplanned
outages, and reduce the time required to
solve time-sensitive problems.
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